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in North Korea as a way to capture carbon from

Unbearable Legacies: The Politics of

the air as a way to preserve and restore

Environmental Degradation in North

biodiversity. I was talking over dinner with the

Korea

head of North Korea’s biodiversity program
about such a project. He offered to pour me a

Peter Hayes

shot of liquor from a bottle containing a snake. I

Nearly 15 years ago, I wrote Enduring Legacies:

demurred but he insisted, saying the snake liquor

Economic Dimensions of Restoring North Korea's

for public sale was low grade whereas this one —

Environment. This essay not only described a set

a snake with a diamond head not a square one —

of urgent environmental problems in North

was the real thing, made from a rare and

Korea, but also described its institutional and

endangered species!

legal framework for environmental management.
At the time, I had no idea that so many years

The following year, I sent another GEF mission to

would pass with no improvement in North

North Korea to inspect forests. North Korea

Korea’s situation. It has actually become far

provided extraordinary field access to the

worse than I could then imagine. In 1994, I led a

proposed fast-growth forests (in the sensitive

UN mission charged with helping North Korea to

northeastern mountains), provided scads of data

compile its first greenhouse gas emissions

and answered many penetrating questions by

inventory for its national report under the UN

one of the world’s leading development foresters.

Framework Convention on Climate Change,

The project worked its way through the GEF

which North Korea had signed. Part of the

system, receiving positive reviews, only to be

justification for providing Global Environment

withdrawn from final consideration by GEF’s

Facility (GEF) funding for greenhouse gas

Governing Council. The reason? It was the year

reduction projects in North Korea was the

that conservative US Senator Jesse Helms had

creation of other benefits such as biodiversity.

taken the US budget hostage, and the US

For this reason, I was looking into reforestation

Treasury Department wanted no red flags at GEF
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that might draw that bull to charge. A quiet word

Korea is deforestation. This problem has a long

by the US representative on the Governing

history, stretching back to over-cutting by

Council was enough to pull the plug, and the

Japanese colonialists, the impact of the Korean

project was quietly killed, even though North

War and poor reforestation practices by North

Korea had met or exceeded all requirements.

Korean agencies. The reforestation effort relied
on mobilized adult and youth mass labor units
working with simple tools. Specialized nurseries
and well-trained foresters grew seedlings, but
without good fertilizer and seed stock, the
success rate was small, especially on steep, northfacing slopes.

Forests on Mt Baekdo. Photo Megyung Chung
In the years since then, North Korea has
experienced extraordinary floods, famines and
bushfires (many caused by drooping aluminum
power lines setting fire to trees). North Korea is
also afflicted by being downwind and close to
China, thereby experiencing high levels of acid

Forest fires in North Korea, 2005. NASA image

rain; and by climate change that may aggravate
already extreme weather on the peninsula. But

These basic problems were made worse by land-

the bulk of the environmental losses and

use decisions in the early and mid-1990s when

vulnerability experienced by North Koreans

food shortages led authorities to direct farmers to

derives from the disastrous state of its economy

cultivate steep slopes, to convert forested areas

and the mass poverty of the population, the

into agriculture, and in some cases, to actually re-

shriveled status of its administrative and

engineer landscapes. When unprecedented

institutional capacities, the high levels of tension

floods hit North Korea, much of the topsoil in

created by the nuclear issue and the continuing

these areas was washed downstream (also

division of the Korean Peninsula.

thereby silting up many of the run-of-the-river

One of the

hydro-electric dams in North Korea).

most acute environmental problems in North
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possible to estimate the scale of the reduction in

country's forest cover. Both international and

North Korea’s forest resources? In 1990 North

South Korean remote sensing techniques using

Korea reported that it had about 9 million

satellite imaging have been used to evaluate the

hectares of forest out of about 12 million hectares

status of North Korea's forests. Using these

in national territory. In 1994, the GEF forester

sources, Professor Lee Seung-ho from the Korea

who I sent to North Korea estimated that the

Forestry Research Institute in Seoul has estimated

nominal North Korean forest in 1993 actually was

North Korea's total forest cover as follows: 9.77

about 9 million hectares, but that only 7.8 million

million hectares (Mha) in 1970 (North Korean

hectares were “in practice” forested. Overall,

source), 8.97 Mha in 1987 (FAO source), 8.45 Mha

North Korea itself says that its forests are about

in 1994 (KFRI Satellite Image Analysis), 7.53 Mha

42

in 1999 (KFRI Satellite Image Analysis).

percent

coniferous,

35

percent

deciduous/hardwood species, and 23 percent

An additional time-series of North Korea’s forest

mixed conifer and deciduous forests. Pine species

area from the UN FAO 2005 Global Forest

dominate the coniferous forests, and oaks

Resource Assessment shows a trend from 8.20 to

dominate the deciduous species. However, the

6.82 to 6.19 Mha in 1990, 2000, and 2005,

conversion and usage described below may have

respectively.

shifted these ratios far from the official figures.

A very local snapshot of this trend from 1999
(using Landsat) and 2004 (using Quickbird) in
the Kaesong area is shown on the previous page
and reveals the rapid conversion of forested areas
into agricultural and other uses shown in Table 1
— a pattern replicated in many parts of North
Korea.

Luckily, these days we don't have to rely on
official North Korean data to estimate the

3
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energy needs. Finally, forested mountains are
culturally important to Koreans, embodying the
spirit of the Korean soul. Not only has the total
forested area fallen by roughly one-third over 15
years leaving denuded and poor quality
agricultural land in its stead, but much of the
remaining forest is also degraded by these
multiple uses. I will now briefly visit each of
these aspects in greater depth.

Why does the area and status of North Korea’s
forests matter? First, forests have essential
environmental functions. These include
maintenance of watersheds by capturing,
slowing and cleansing rainwater for downstream
use, including human drinking water, irrigation,
and industry; provision of habitat for most of the
wild animals and plants that survive in North

Deforested area of North Korea along the

Korea; supply of key ingredients of traditional

Tumen river across the Chinese border

medicines, all the more essential at a time when
many

man-made

pharmaceuticals

are

North Korea has rich biodiversity including

unavailable in North Korean clinics and

many species that are endangered. It also

hospitals; and as a source of substantial

supplies habitat to a number of migrating

supplementary food scavenged by adjacent rural

species, especially birds such as the cranes that

populations who have access to forests (unlike

fly from Japan via Korea to Siberia and beyond.

rice growing areas in the southern and coastal

As a signatory of the Biodiversity Treaty, North

areas).

Korea declared in its 2003 State of the

Second, rural populations use forests for wood

Environment report1 that for higher vegetation, it

fuels that substitute for coal and agricultural

has 10 critically endangered species, 42

wastes formerly used for heating, cooking, and

endangered species, 76 rare species and 26

fertilizer, but that are now diverted to survival

species of region-based populations, giving a
4
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total of 158 species, representing 4 percent of
threatened higher vegetation species worldwide.
In the case of vertebrates, 9 critically endangered
species, 29 endangered species and 119 rare
species account for around 11 percent of global
vertebrate species under threat. The degradation
of ecosystems and forests due to land-use
conversion combined with unregulated
extraction of forest resources are the primary

DPRK truck powered by a coal (and/or biomass)

cause of the threat to so many species. How

gasifier. Source: Nautilus Institute

much of the conversion today is due to local
demand, and how much to the cutting and
exporting of timber to China, is an important but
unknown factor.
The second dimension of economic sustainability
that links human survival to forests in North
Korea is the use of fuel wood. Various analysts
have looked closely at the use of biomass in

Separately, we have reviewed estimates in North

North Korea. Nautilus analysts have reviewed all

Korea of wood fuels usage. Official North Korean

these sources in detail and find that the total

estimates set wood for charcoal production at 0.8

available woody biomass in North Korea

to 1 million m3, wood for construction at 3-5

decreased from over 13 million tonnes in 1990 to

million m3, and approximately 500,000-650,000

just under 11 million tonnes in 2005, but of those

m3 for industrial fuel wood and for paper

totals, about 4 to 4.5 million tonnes were biomass

production. Based on our assessment of North

from forest areas cleared for one purpose or

Korea’s forest resource base (see Figure 2), we

another. (See Figure 2)2

use lower estimates for 1990 in some of these
categories — 650,000 m3 wood for charcoal
production, and 1 million m3 wood for
construction — but use 650,000 m3 for industrial
fuel wood and for paper production. Overall, we
estimate that today, fuel wood (as wood and
converted to charcoal) accounts for about a
5
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quarter of North Korea’s primary energy supply
— about the same as South Korea in 1965. This
data suggest that by 2005 some 35 percent, at
least, of North Korean biomass use was
unsustainable—that is, cut from forest stocks, not
from annual forest growth. Our estimate for total
wood use for all purposes in North Korea in 2005
is 5.6 million tonnes. Thus, it appears that North
Korea’s population is already using the bulk of
the nation’s available supply of wood as fuel and
for other uses. North Korea’s government has
undertaken massive reforestation projects with
mixed results, but clearly reforestation and
related forest and soil conservation activities
constitute an area where international assistance
and capacity building would be useful.
Reforestation for carbon capture is an area that
developed countries could finance in North
Korea using the Clean Development Mechanism,
thereby introducing a climate change driven
solution to North Korea’s deforestation
problem.

Mountains and forests also hold a

special place in Korean culture and spiritual life.
Thus, it is significant that even in and around the
world heritage site of Mt. Paekdu — a symbol of

Conclusion

Korean nationalism and the legendary birthplace

There are many other critical environmental

of Kim Jong-il — rapid and significant

issues in North Korea. The country, it turns out,

degradation is observable.

is still producing globally significant amounts of
persistent organic pollutants such as DDT (about
230 tonnes per year) and similar pesticides that
accumulate in food chains and ecosystems
thousands of miles downwind.3 Disposal of toxic
6
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wastes, work-place occupational health and

Korea’s borders with China and Russia to the

safety, acid rain, greenhouse gas emissions and

north, to the tip of Jeju Island in the South.4 So

many other environmental issues must be solved

far, North Korea has given no sign of interest in

in North Korea.

this concept, trespassing as it does on the Korean
People’s Army turf. But more than 100 peace

The results of these efforts will be a long-term

parks exist in conflict zones around the world,

legacy that will be inherited by a future

and if tensions fall, perhaps even the KPA will

generation of Koreans. They will have to

support a constructive agenda for managing this

preserve what's left of wild North Korea;

still-wild area that crosses the peninsula.

conserve what's in use; and restore what has

Meanwhile, many small and urgent steps can be

been abused. The continued isolation of North

taken to reduce the rate and scale of

Korea has led to a rapid degradation of the

environmental damage in North Korea due now

ecological assets that existed at the end of the

as much to grinding poverty as to institutional

Cold War, and it is certain that the fastest way to

failures in the past.

destroy what's left of North Korea's ecology
would be war.

The DMZ peace park could start with a joint USNorth Korean-Russian project on avian flu

Many of these ecological issues are technical and

sampling in the Tuman River wetlands. Other

apolitical, and even at the height of international

options include sustainable livelihood projects

tensions due to the nuclear issue, North Korea's

that restore habitat for migratory birds — at least

leadership has kept them separate and accepted

one of which is already underway; eco-tourist

external engagement and assistance. Should a

projects wherever pristine habitats remain;

way forward emerge at the geopolitical level to

sustainable agriculture; renewable energy; and

resolve the nuclear issue on the Korean

climate mitigation and adaptation projects,

Peninsula, many environmental issues will

especially at the community and city levels.

become channels for cooperative engagement

There is no shortage of options, and an infinity of

between North Korea and external agencies.

needs. And ways exist to work around the

Perhaps the ultimate ecological agenda will be

barriers that divide North Korea from the rest of

realization of a vision for the future of the

the world. There’s no time to wait, or these

Demilitarized Zone, with a coalition of South

enduring legacies will become unbearable, and

Korean and international agencies arguing that a

feed into a vortex of chaos and collapse in North

“peace park” should culminate in a set of

Korea, with unimaginable consequences for

biodiversity corridors that stretch from North

humans and nature alike.
7
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Politically, the DPRK had demonstrated that

Postscript

Obama could not stop them firing missiles or

Many had high hopes that things might change

nuclear devices; and by releasing the journalists,

quickly in relation to Korea when Obama was

they put the political onus on Washington to

elected. However, as the months passed, two

make some kind of reciprocal overture knowing

things became clear. First, Obama’s political

full well that this was unlikely to be

appointees on Asia in general and Korea in

forthcoming—not least because the North Korean

particular were not high on the political agenda

topics for discussion all imply that the DPRK was

for rapid confirmation. This left the United

a nuclear weapons state, something that the

States on auto-pilot, with many officials and

United States still does not accept, at least

pundits asking why change course from Chris

officially.

Hill’s strategy of endless Six Party Talks?

They also released South Koreans, including a

Second, the DPRK was not going to play along

worker from the Kaesong zone and a fisherman

with this game. They escalated rapidly in

who had entered North Korean waters, thereby

rhetoric aimed directly at Obama as more “Bush

putting pressure on the South Korean

in a new bottle,” that is, fundamental hostility to

government to reciprocate in some way.

their existence, and denial of their status as a
nuclear weapons state. They fired booster

In my view, the DPRK does not anticipate any

rockets and detonated a nuclear device which,

strategic shift on the part of the United States,

unlike the first test in October 2006, actually

and even less so, from the ROK. The former is

worked.

distracted by other global and domestic problems
far more important to Obama than North Korea.

Meanwhile, two very silly American journalists

The latter is committed to “reciprocity” in inter-

managed to get themselves arrested by the North

Korean relations, by which the current ROK

Koreans. Unsurprisingly, they were held, tried

government means capitulation on South Korean

and given long sentences. This put pressure on

terms.

the Administration to find a way to release them
in order to re-engage the DPRK in nuclear talks.

Rather, the DPRK is setting the scene to simply

After rejecting Gore as insufficiently

hold the United States away while it consolidates

“presidential” (his company employed the

its nuclear weapons, extracting the remainder of

journalists), the DPRK accepted former President

the plutonium from spent fuel needed to replace

Bill Clinton and released the journalists to him

that blown up in its first two tests (which will be

after his visit and meeting with Kim Jong Il.

achieved by about November). On the political
8
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front, it is demonstrating to China that the

Six Party Talks. In short, Kim conceded nothing

United States and the ROK remain opposed to

to China, asserting that the DPRK would return

the existence of the DPRK as it is constituted

to multilateral talks once the fundamental US-

today, and therefore, that the DPRK must

DPRK hostility is overcome in direct talks. As

increase and improve its nuclear deterrent.

China justified hosting the Six Party Talks as a
venue at which such direct talks could take place

Obama’s UN speech on September 20th, like his

but never moved the United States at the Talks to

Global Abolition speech in Prague on April 4th,

address the core issues of concern to the DPRK, it

pointed fingers again at the DPRK. But he also

can hardly criticize the DPRK for adhering to the

stated directly for the first time (in relation to

view that only the direct antagonists can resolve

North Korea) that the United States was willing

the primary conflict between them--a position

to engage in unconditional talks. Officials in the

that it has argued itself on many prior occasions.

US government scrambled over the following
days to prepare talking points under many

Indeed, on October 6, a Chinese Foreign Affairs

different scenarios for how talks might
commence and unfold.

spokesman stated that China "appreciates" the

Meanwhile, in late September, the DPRK is

statement that it will return to the Six Party Talks

DPRK's view in this regard. Indeed, the DPRK's

allowing a spate of private visits to Pyongyang

only after direct bilateral talks have already

that have been on hold for months. No doubt a

resolved hostility into peace between the DPRK

series of probes about intention in Pyongyang

and the United States is actually a sly insult to

and Washington will now commence and some

China. Obviously, for the DPRK to commit to

desultory talks might even take place at the level

engaging in multilateral talks hosted by China

of “senior envoys.”

only after the core issues have been negotiated
already would simply highlight the latter's

After Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao met with Kim

inability to force the United States to change its

Jong Il in Pyongyang, KCNA declared on

position compared with the DPRK and by the

October 4, 2009 that Kim stated at their meeting
that "hostile relations between the DPRK and the

same token, demonstrate the DPRK's fierce

United States should be converted into peaceful

independence from China. For these reasons,

ties through the bilateral talks without fail," and

insiders in Washington immediately dismissed

expressed "our readiness to hold multilateral

Wen's visit as reason to hope for a near-term

talks, depending on the outcome of the DPRK-

breakthrough in discussions with the DPRK on

U.S. talks"--referring here to the Chinese-hosted

terms acceptable to the United States.
9
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None of this will address the core insecurity that

Obama’s concept of global nuclear abolition than

faces the DPRK and the United States in Korea.

shifting to a non-nuclear military strategy

That is, the continued existence of the DPRK is

combined with cooperative diplomacy and

taken as a threat in its own right for the United

economic engagement to actually resolve the

States, embodying values and practices that are

North Korean nuclear threat, and restore it to the

anathema to American political culture, and

NPT regime.

posing a direct conventional and now nuclear

Dismally, therefore, I conclude that the United

threat to US and allied forces in Korea. For the

States will not lead in Korea, but will revert to

North Koreans, the continued projection of

bad habits and standard operating procedures

American nuclear threat against the DPRK, and

from the Cold war that will sustain the conflict

unrealistic demands for North Korean nuclear

indefinitely, while the DPRK will continue to use

disarmament without prior shifts in the nature of

nuclear threat to evoke an American response,

US-DPRK political and military relations leave

and then lapse into a near comatose state until

them with nowhere to go to escape the dilemmas

winter passes, and we begin a new cycle of

that they face.

positional warfare in 2010. September 24, 2009.

Thus, I foresee that the United States will rely
primarily on military and extended nuclear
deterrence as the leading elements of its coercive
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status quo; and the DPRK will take ever more
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